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Abstract - In this work, we investigate mechanisms for
Internet congestion control in general, and Random Early
Detection (RED) in particular. We first study the cur-
rent proposals for RED implementation and identify several
structural problems such as producing large traffic oscilla-
tions and introducing unnecessary overhead in the fast path
forwarding.

We model RED as a feedback control system and we dis-
cover fundamental laws governing the traffic dynamics in
TCP/IP networks. Based on this understanding, we derive
a set of recommendations for the architecture and imple-
mentation of congestion control modules in routers, such as
RED.

I. I NTRODUCTION

Congestion control for IP networks has been a recurring prob-
lem for many years. The problem of congestion collapse en-
countered by early TCP/IP protocols has prompted the study
of end-to-end congestion control algorithms in the late 80’s
and proposals such as [4], which forms the basis for the TCP
congestion control in current implementations. The essence of
this congestion control scheme is that a TCP sender adjusts its
sending rate according to the rate (probability) of packets be-
ing dropped in the network (which is considered a measure of
network congestion). This algorithm is relatively well under-
stood and several models have been proposed and verified with
increasing degrees of accuracy through simulation and Internet
measurements [6], [8].

In traditional implementations of router queue management,
the packets are dropped when a buffer becomes full (in which
case the mechanism is called Drop-Tail). More recently, other
queue management mechanisms have been proposed (the most
popular being Random Early Discard (RED), [3]). RED has
the potential to overcome some of the problems discovered in
Drop-Tail such as synchronization of TCP flows and correlation
of the drop events (multiple packets being dropped in sequence)
within a TCP flow. In RED, packets are randomly dropped be-
fore the buffer is completely full, and the drop probability in-
creases with the average queue size.

RED is a powerful mechanism for controlling traffic. It can
provide better network utilization than Drop-Tail if properly

1Most work done while at Nortel Networks.

used, but can induce network instability and major traffic dis-
ruption if not properly configured. RED configuration has been
a problem since its first proposal, and many studies [2], [1], [5]
have tried to address this topic. Unfortunately, most of the stud-
ies propose RED configurations (“optimal” sets of RED param-
eters) based on heuristics and simulations, and not on a system-
atic approach. Their common problem is that each proposed
configuration is only good for the particular traffic conditions
studied, but may have detrimental effects if used in other condi-
tions.

In this study, we propose a general method for configuring
RED congestion control modules, based on a model of RED as
a feedback control system with TCP flows. We use this model
and requirements for stability and efficiency to derive a set of
RED configuration parameters good for a given range of traf-
fic characteristics and line speed. Our algorithm for computing
RED parameters is implemented in a configuration program that
can be used by network managers for router configuration.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In Section II
we construct a model for RED as a feedback control system,
we verify it by simulation, and we use it to derive its stability
conditions. In Section III we use these conditions to configure
the RED control function. In Section IV we study the estimator
of the average queue size and make recommendations for its
configuration. Section V concludes the paper and gives some
directions for future work.

II. QUEUE-SIZE-BASED CONGESTIONCONTROL AS A

FEEDBACK CONTROL SYSTEM

In this section, we analyze the dynamics of TCP congestion
control in the presence of a queue-size-based congestion control
module. First (in Section II-A), we develop a model of average
queue size when TCP flows pass through a queue system with
fixed drop probability. In Section II-B we verify this model
through simulations. In Section II-C, we combine this model
with RED’s control element and derive the steady state behavior
of the resulting feedback control system. In Section II-D we
analyze the stability of the RED control system.

A. A model of average queue size as a function of average
packet drop probability

In this section we construct a model of TCP congestion con-
trol coupled with a queuing system that drops packets. For the



purpose of constructing an approximate but tractable model, we
make several simplifying assumptions.
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Fig. 1. Ann-flow feedback control system

We consider a system ofn TCP flows passing through a
common linkl with capacityc as in Figure 1. TCP flowfi,
1 � i � n, is established between hostsAi and Di and
transports data in one direction, fromAi to Di. The traffic in
opposite direction consists only of acknowledgement packets
(ACKs).

We assume that all access links,Ai � B andC � Di, have
enough capacity so thatB � C is the only bottleneck link for
any flowfi, i.e., the only link where incoming traffic rate can
surpass the link’s capacity, and thus where packets may be dis-
carded. We assume that the number of flowsn remains constant
for a long period of time, and that all flows have long duration
(i.e., have data available to send for a long time). We assume a
TCP Reno implementation (currently the most commonly de-
ployed), where the congestion control window increases lin-
early over time during periods of no packet discard. If a packet
discard is detected, the congestion control window is halved or
a time-out waiting period begins. [10] has a detailed description
of TCP Reno. In [8] and [9] we have derived a model for TCP
Reno congestion control, which we will use in the following.

Each flowfi sends with raters;i. The sending rates of alln
flows combine at the buffer of linkl and generate a queue of size
q. The discard module at linkl drops packets with probability
p that is a function of average queue sizeq. For each flowfi,
the packets that are not discarded are sent on linkl with ratert;i
(smaller thanrs;i by the number of packets dropped fromfi per
second). Each TCP sender adjusts its sending rate according to
the drop probabilityp.

We can view this system as a feedback control system with
the controlled systems being the TCP senders, the controlling
element being the drop module, the feedback signal - the drop
probability, and the controlled variables - the TCP sending rates.

This control system is different from a classical control sys-
tem in that there are several simultaneously controlled elements
instead of one. Also, the number of controlled elements (TCP
flows) can vary over time. The purpose of the controlling el-
ement is to bring and keep the cumulative throughput (of all

flows) below (or equal to) the link’s capacityc:

nX
j=1

rt;j � c (1)

Since we have assumed that the TCP flows have long duration
and that their number does not change, the throughput of each
TCP flow follows the steady state model that we have derived
in [9]: 1

rt;i(p;Ri) = T (p;Ri)

whereT (p;R) =
8><
>:
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(2)
T is the throughput of a TCP flow (in bits/second) and depends
on the packet drop probabilityp, the average round trip time
R, the average packet sizeM (in bits), the average number of
packets acknowledged by an ACKb (usually2), the maximum
congestion window size advertised by the flow’s TCP receiver
Wmax (in packets) and the duration of a basic (non-backed-off)
TCP timeoutT0 (which is typically5R). Also, W , Q andF
have the following expressions:

W (p) = 2+b
3b +
p

8(1�p)
3bp +( 2+b3b )

2 (3)

Q(p; w) = min

�
1;

(1�(1�p)3)(1+(1�p)3(1�(1�p)w�3))

1�(1�p)w

�
(4)

F (p) = 1+p+2p2+4p3+8p4+16p5+32p6 (5)

In the following, we construct a simple model2 of the n-
flow feedback system by assuming that all flows have the same
average round trip time,Ri = R, 1 � i � n, the same average
packet size,Mi = M and thatWmax;i are sufficiently large to
not influenceT (p;R). We have

rt;i(p;R) = rt;j(p;R); 1 � i; j � n

and (1) becomes

rt;i(p;R) � c=n; 1 � i � n

We can now reduce then-flow feedback system to a single-flow
feedback system, as in Figure 2 (where we dropped the index
i).

To determine the steady state of this feedback system (i.e., the
average values ofrt, q andpwhen the system is in equilibrium),
we need to determine the queue function (or queue “law”)q =
G(p) and the control functionp = H(q). The control function
H is given by the architecture of the drop module, such as Drop-
Tail or RED.
1Observe that the model in [9] assumes correlated drops due to Drop-Tail,

whereas here we assume uncorrelated, random drops. We will see in Section II-
B that our use of the model in [9] is a good approximation.
2The general model given in (1)..(5) and having heterogeneous RTTs, packet

sizes and finite congestion windows is also valid, but does not have a closed-
form solution. We report the study of the general model elsewhere.
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To determineq = G(p) let us examine the open-loop (non-
feedback) system in Figure 3, wherep is an independent param-
eter. Since we have assumed thatl is the only bottleneck link
for any TCP flow, we have that the average round trip time of
a packet is the sum of the average waiting time in the queue of
link l, andRo, the propagation and transmission time on the rest
of its round trip. Assuming a FIFO queuing discipline atl, we
have that the average waiting time in queuel is q=c, and thus

R = Ro + q=c

Depending on the value ofp, the system can be in one of two
states. Forp > p0, the line’s bandwidth is underutilized

rt(p;R) < c=n;

Then, the average queue size is negligible, thusR = Ro and the
utilization of the link is

u(p) =
rt
c=n

=
T (p;Ro)

c=n
; p > p0

For p � p0, the link’s bandwidth is fully utilized,u(p) = 1,
and the average queue size can be derived from the condition
rt(p;Ro + q=c) = c=n:

q(p) = c(T�1R (p; c=n)�Ro)

where T�1R (p; y) is the inverse of T (p;R) in R, i.e.,
T�1R (p; T (p;R)) = R, the functionT (p;R) being defined in
(2). If the probability of random dropp is small enough so that
c(T�1R (p; c=n)�Ro) > B (B is the buffer size), then some ad-
ditional packets are dropped due to buffer overflow. Obviously,
the average queue cannot be larger that the buffer sizeB, thus,

q(p) = max(B; c(T�1R (p; c=n)�Ro)); p � p0

We can also determinep0, the value of drop probability at
which the link regime changes between under-utilized and fully-
utilized. Since forp < p0, R = Ro, we have thatp0 is given
by

rt(p0; Ro) = c=n

Denoting by T�1p (x;R) the inverse ofT (p;R) in p, i.e.,
T�1p (T (p;R); R) = p, we have that

p0 = T�1p (c=n;Ro) (6)

In conclusion we have the following expressions for the av-
erage queue size and link utilization as a function of the drop
probabilityp:

q(p) =
n

max(B; c(T�1
R

(p; c=n)� Ro)); p � p0
0; otherwise (7)

u(p) =
n

1; p � p0
T(p;Ro)
c=n

; otherwise (8)

In the next section, we verify the above model of then-flow
non-feedback system through simulation.

B. Verification through simulation

We have conducted extensive simulation experiments using
thenssimulator [7]. The topology of the simulated network is
as in Figure 1.

We have performed three simulation sets with linkl of capac-
ity c = 1:5Mb=s, 45Mb=s and150Mb=s. In all cases, all other
links have significantly higher speed and buffer capacity thanl
such that there is no packet drop due to buffer overflow. For each
line speed, we perform several experiments with different num-
bers of flowsn. For each link speedc, we vary the number of
flowsn such that the average throughput per flow,� = c=n, lies
between�min = 12:5Kb=s and�max = 750Kb=s. Each TCP
flow is generated by an “infinite” FTP application, i.e., that is
active throughout the duration of the simulation. All TCP flows
have RTTRo = 100ms (which does not include waiting time
at queuel) and average packet size500B. The buffer at linkl
has a sizeB = 2cRo. In all our experiments, this buffer size is
large enough to avoid packet drops due to buffer overflow.

At the output port of linkl at routerB, we installed a mod-
ule that randomly drops packets with a probabilityp. p is a
configurable parameter that is fixed for the duration of a sim-
ulation experiment. For each experiment, we record a trace of
the instantaneous queue size (sampled at each packet arrival and
departure) and compute the average queue size,qm, over the du-
ration of the experiment.

We ran several experiments with different values forp, and
computed the measured average queue sizeqm(p). In Fig-
ures 4-5 we compareqm(p) with the predicted average queue
sizeqp(p) computed using (7)).

In Figure 4, we plot the measured and predicted average
queue size as a function of drop probability for line speed
c = 1:5Mb=s andn = 2; 20 flows. The queue size is scaled
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Fig. 4. Measured and predicted scaled average queue size, Line speed =
1.5Mb/s
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Fig. 5. Measured and predicted scaled average queue size, Line speed =
150Mb/s

with the line speed for the purpose of comparison between oper-
ation of links with different line speeds. We plot similar graphs

in Figure 5 for a line speedc = 150Mb=s andn = 200; 2000
flows.

First, we observe that the predictions are close to the mea-
surements in all the cases, and for all values ofp. A second
observation is that the predictions are equally valid for all link
speeds. This leads us to the conclusion that the queue dynamic
is independent of the link speed. Moreover, we observe that the
scaled average queue sizeq(p)=c does not depend on the link
speed but just on� = c=n, the average throughput per flow. We
conclude here that� is a measure of level of congestion, and
henceforth we take it as our definition for the level of conges-
tion at a given link.

In all of the above experiments we also recorded the state
of the link over time, i.e., the beginning and end of the busy
periods (when the link is busy sending packets). At the end of
each experiment, for a given drop probabilityp, we compute
the average utilization of the link,um(p) (computed as the time
average of the link state trace).
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Fig. 6. Measured and predicted average link utilization, Line speed = 150Mb/s

In Figure 6, we plot the measured and predicted average link
utilization as a function of drop probability for a line speedc =
150Mb=s andn = 200; 2000 flows. We obtain similar results
for line speeds of1:5Mb=s and45Mb=s. In all our experiments
we observe that the predictions are close to the measurements,
although not as close as in the case of average queue size.

Given all the above results, we conclude that our model of
queue dynamics is well confirmed through simulation. In the
following sections we use this model to analyze the dynamics
of RED as a feedback control system.



C. Steady-state operation of RED congestion control

Let us return to the feedback control system in Figure 2. In
Section II-A we have derived an expression for the long-term
(steady-state) average queue size as a function of packet drop
probability denoted byq(p) = G(p), as in (7). If we assume
that the drop module has a feedback control function denoted
by p = H(qe), whereqe is an estimate of the long-term average
of the queue size, and if the following system of equations

�
q = G(p)
p = H(q)

(9)

has a unique solution(ps; qs), then the feedback system in Fig-
ure 2 has an equilibrium state(ps; qs). Moreover, the system
operates on average at(ps; qs), i.e., its long-term average of
packet drop probability isps and average queue size isqs.

p

q
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_
s

sp

Equilibrium point

Fig. 7. Equilibrium point for a feedback system

Figure 7 illustrates this result: the equilibrium point(ps; qs)
is at the intersection of the curvesq = G(p) andp = H(q). A
justification for the above result is that the system is constrained
on one hand by the queue size lawq = G(p) (equation (7)
derived in Section II-A), and on the other hand by the control
module through its control functionp = H(q). We also observe
that (ps; qs) is the equilibrium point for the dynamic system
defined in (9). We emphasize here that the system resides in
state(ps; qs) on average, and that it does not necessarily stay
in this state at all times. Indeed, the system can converge to
this state or permanently oscillate around this state. We will
consider the transient behavior of the system in Section II-D.

We can apply the above result to determine the long-term av-
erage operation of a system where the control module follows
the RED algorithm [3]. In this case, the control function is:

p = H(qe) =

8<
:

0; 0 � qe < qmin
qe�qmin

qmax�qmin
pmax; qmin � qe < qmax

1; qmax � qe � B
(10)

whereqe is the exponential weighted moving average of queue
size,qmin, qmax, pmax are configurable RED parameters, and
B is the buffer size.

We have run simulation experiments with the RED control
module, recorded traces of queue size and packet drops and

computed the average queue sizeqm and packet drop proba-
bility pm. We have also computed the predicted operating point
(ps; qs) as the solution of the system of equations (10) and (7).
In all cases, the predicted operating points were close to the
measurements.
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For example, in Figure 8 we plot the theoretical average
queue size given by (7), and the RED control function given
by (10) with parameterspmax = 0:1, qmin = 12:5packets,
qmax = 37:5packets, and buffer sizeB = 75packets, as rec-
ommended in [2], and packet sizeM = 500B. Their inter-
section point represents the predicted operating point. We also
plot the point(pm; qm) resulting from simulation. We observe
that the average RED operating point is close to the intersection
of the queue law and RED control curves, which confirms our
model for the steady-state of the RED control system.

D. Transient operation of RED congestion control

In (9) we have defined a dynamic system having the aver-
age queue size and average packet drop rate as state parameters.
This system may or may not be stable around the equilibrium
point, depending on the functionsH andG. Moreover, we are
interested in the evolution of the instantaneous queue size in
time, not only in its average. Therefore, in the following we
describe more precisely the RED dynamic system.

We start from the observation that a TCP sender adjusts its
congestion window (and thus its sending rate) depending on
whether it has sensed that packets are dropped or not. If a packet
is dropped at linkl, this event is typically sensed at the TCP
sender (which changes its rate accordingly) approximately one
RTT after the packet has been dropped. Therefore, the feedback
system we are about to model has a time lag of about one RTT
between the moment a signal is sent by the control module (by
dropping or not a packet) and the moment the controlled system
(TCP sender) reacts to this signal. The increase or decrease in
the TCP sending rate produces an increase or decrease in the
instantaneous queue length at bottleneck linkl, which prompts
the RED module to again change its drop rate, and the process
repeats.

In the following we model the RED feedback system as a



discrete-time dynamic system with the time step of one RTT
R. Assume that at timetk the drop probability ispk. At time
tk+1 = tk + R, the TCP senders react topk, and on average
they adjust their sending rate tork+1. The result is that the
queue size attk+1 is qk+1 = G(pk), following the “queue law”
(7). The RED module computes a new estimate of queue size
qe;k+1 = A(qe;k; qk+1), following the exponential weighted
moving average

A(qe;k; qk+1) = (1� w)qe;k + wqk+1

RED then changes its drop rate topk+1 = H(qe;k+1), accord-
ing to its “control law” (10). In summary, we have identified a
discrete-time dynamic system defined by the following system
of recurrence equations:3

qk+1 = G(pk)

qe;k+1 = A(qe;k; qk+1)

pk+1 = H(qe;k+1)

A quantitative study of the transient evolution of this dynamic
system can be quite complex, and we leave it for future work.
In the following we give a qualitative investigation, backed by
some experimental examples.
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In a first scenario, the “queue law” and “control law” are as
in Figure 8, also sketched in Figure 9. Suppose the initial state
is q0 = 0, qe;0 = 0 andp0 = 0. At time t1, q1 = B (since the
drop rate is zero, the sending rate is high, and the buffer is full)
andqe;1 = wB (w is a small value, say0:002, as recommended
in [3]). So the average queue size increases a bit, and the new

3Note that this is not an accurate model of a single TCP flow on a small time
scale such as one round trip time. Nevertheless, it proves to be a good model
for a set of TCP flows aggergated on a link.

drop rate increases a bit too, top1 (see Figure 9). The process re-
peats, and the system approaches the equilibrium point(ps; qs)
(defined in Section II-C). On the other hand, if at some timetk,
we havepk > ps, thenpk+1 < pk since (follow the Figure 9)
qk+1 < qe;k, and thusqe;k+1 < qe;k. We conclude that the
equilibrium point(ps; qs) is an attractor for all states around it
and that, once the system reaches the equilibrium state, it will
stay there with only small statistical fluctuations, given that the
number of flowsn does not change.
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In Figure 10 we show the evolution of the instantaneous
queue size and e.w.m. average queue size in time, and observe
that they have indeed a moderate variation around the equilib-
rium point. This queue trace corresponds to the system whose
steady state was plotted in Figure 8.
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In a second scenario, the queue and control laws are as in
Figure 11. In this case, the equilibrium point is situated be-
yondpmax = 0:1, i.e., on the horizontal line of the control law
where the drop rate has a jump from0:1 to 1, as given by (10).
We clearly see that the system, although attracted by this point,
cannot stay there, since the value ofp is not defined.

More precisely (see Figure 12), onceqe;k > qmax, pk+1 = 1,
i.e., all packets are dropped. Then all TCP rates drop to zero,
and thusqk+1 = 0 and the average queue size begins to de-
crease,qe;k+1 < qe;k. After the average queue sizeqe drops
belowqmax, the drop rate becomes less than1 (in fact less than
0:1), and the queue grows again. The effect is that the queue
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Fig. 12. RED operating point oscillates

length oscillates widely between0 and full bufferB. These
large oscillations can propagate through the network, making it
unstable and resulting in a very harmful, erratic behavior.
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Fig. 13. Instantaneous and average queue size in time, oscillating case

In Figure 13 we plot the trace of queue size for the RED sys-
tem whose steady state is in Figure 11. We observe that in-
deed the queue size oscillates between0 and full buffer sizeB,
and that the oscillations do not decrease over time. Definitely,
this kind of situation is harmful and should be avoided by a
proper configuration of the RED control law. Such a configura-
tion would avoid an operation close to the discontinuity of the
RED control law or would eliminate any such discontinuity. We
specify such configuration details in Section III.

Other characteristics of the RED control function, such as the
slope of the segment betweenqmin andqmax, may influence the
stability of the feedback system and/or its rate of convergence to
the equilibrium point. For example, it is likely that a small slope
of RED control function,� = @q=@p would result in a faster
converging system than a control function with large slope, but
the system would be less stable. We leave this study for future
work.

In the next section, we give a set of recommendations for con-
figuring RED, that take into consideration the above constraints.

III. R ECOMMENDATIONS FOR CONFIGURINGRED
CONTROL FUNCTION

In this section we derive a set of recommendations for con-
figuring the RED control function. In general, there are many
different functions that can be good candidates for RED con-
trol. Even if the space of possible functions is limited by the
constraints from Section II-D, the number of functions remains
infinite.

To reduce the complexity of choosing such a function, we
group them in a few categories, and restrict their shape to being
piece-wise linear. In Section II-D we have uncovered the “queue
law” q = G(p), as shown in Figure 14. The steady state of the
system is determined by the intersection of the control law with
the queue law. For example, a control lawH1 with a high slope
results in a state with low drop rate but large average queue size.
Conversely,H2 results in a lower average queue size, but larger
drop rate.
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_
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Fig. 14. Two control laws implementing different policies

In the following, we define two policies for RED control and
we give recommendation for configuring each of them:
� drop-conservative policy: low p, highq
� delay-conservative policy:low q, highp

When configuring the RED control at a specific line (output
interface) of a router or switch, we start from several estimates
of averages or bounds for traffic conditions:
� The line speedc.
� The minimum and maximum throughput per flow,�min,
�max, or alternatively, the minimum and maximum number of
simultaneous flows,nmin andnmax. For example,�min =
28:8Kb=s and�max = 56Kb=s for a WAN with predominantly
dial-up traffic, or�min = 100Kb=s and�max = 1Mb=s for
LAN or enterprise environment.
� The minimum and maximum data packet size (non-ACK),
Mmin andMmax, or average,Mave. For example,Mmin =
256B,Mmax = 1500B, orMave = 512B.
� The minimum and maximum round trip time (excluding
time in the queue of the line under configuration),Ro;min

and Ro;max, or average,Ro;ave. For example, in a LAN,



Ro;min = 2ms, Ro;max = 15ms andRo;ave = 10ms and
in a WAN, Ro;min = 50ms, Ro;max = 200 � 500ms and
Ro;ave = 100ms.

Each combination ofn,M , andR produces a different queue
law G(p). We are interested in applying the conditions from
Section II-D. We observe that, since the conditions should hold
for any queue law corresponding to any combination ofn, M
andR within a specified range, it is sufficient to verify the con-
ditions for functionsG(p) corresponding to extreme values of
n,M andR.

We define the “maximum queue law”Gmax(p) to be the
functionG(p) defined in (7) with parametersnmax, Mmax (or
Mave if Mmax is not defined) andRo;min (orRo;ave if Ro;min

is not defined). It is easy to show thatGmax(p) � G(p) for all p,
whereG(p) has parameter valuesn,M andR within their spec-
ified ranges. Similarly, we define the “minimum queue law”
Gmin(p) to be the functionG(p) defined in (7) with parame-
tersnmin,Mmin (orMave if Mmin is not defined) andRo;max

(or Ro;ave if Ro;max is not defined). It is easy to show that
Gmin(p) � G(p) for all p, whereG(p) has parameter values
n, M andR within their specified ranges. Thus, we have that
the queue law can be anywhere betweenGmax andGmin as in
Figure 15.
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Fig. 15. Range of queue laws for a given queue system

In Section II-D we have seen that a condition for stability
is that (pmax; qmax) of the RED control function should be
“above” the queue lawG. In the context defined above, this
condition becomes “(pmax; qmax) aboveGmax”.

For the drop-conservative policy, we are givenpmax. Then,
the condition becomesqmax > Gmax(pmax). We can choose
for exampleqmax = 1:2Gmax(pmax) to provide space for sta-
tistical fluctuations.

For the delay-conservative policy, we are givendmax, the
maximum queueing delay at the link. For exampledmax =
0:2Ro;ave in order to not add much to the average round
trip time. Thenqmax = dmaxc, and the condition becomes
pmax > G�1max(qmax). We can choose for examplepmax =

1:2G�1max(qmax) to provide space for statistical fluctuations.
Although our traffic estimations (reflected in�min (ornmax),

Mmax andRo;min) imply that the system will not operate “be-
yond” theGmax curve, we need to define the control function
for that region as well, in order to cover any exceptional opera-
tion. Given the instability issues uncovered in Section II-D, we
strongly recommend against any discontinuity in(pmax; qmax)
such as a jump ofp from pmax to 1 as suggested in [3]. We rec-
ommend a linear segment from(pmax; qmax) to (1; B), where
B is the buffer size. We recommend dimensioning the buffer
sizeB = 2qmax, to allow for queue fluctuations on small time
scales.

The set of recommendations put forth in this section involve
some computations that may be complicated analytically, but
have simple numerical solutions. We have incorporated all these
computations into a configuration program which inputs the es-
timated parameters such as the ranges of RTT and number of
flows along with the desired policy, and outputs the recom-
mended parameters for the RED control function.

IV. CONFIGURING THE ESTIMATOR OF AVERAGE QUEUE

SIZE

A. Queue averaging algorithms

A queue-averaging algorithm is essentially a low-pass filter
on the instantaneous queue size. It is intended to filter out brief
queue changes or bursts, and to estimate longer-term queue av-
erage. The estimate is used by the RED drop module to adjust
its drop rate according to a control function, studied in the pre-
vious sections.

The estimate is a moving average: at any given time, the av-
erage is computed over the set of samples taken in the previous
I seconds, and we defineI to be the averaging interval. The ex-
ponentially weighted moving averageq is computed recursively
based on previous averageqk and a new sampleqk:

qk+1 = wqk + (1� w)qk

where0 < w < 1 is a weight. It follows that the average
expressed only in terms of samples is

qk+1 = w

kX
i=0

(1� w)iqk�i

If we assume that samples are taken at fixed time intervalsÆ,
then a sample taken at timet � mÆ contributes to the average
computed at timet with weight(1 � w)m. In other words, the
contribution of a sample decreases exponentially with its age.
If we consider that a weight smaller than a thresholda, 0 <
a < 1 (for examplea = 0:1) makes a sample’s contribution
to the average negligible, then we can determine the number of
samplesm that are significant:

m =
ln a

ln (1� w)



It follows that the time intervalI (where sample contributions
are significant) isI = mÆ, or:

I = Æ
ln a

ln (1� w)
(11)

In the next section, based on traffic considerations, we will de-
velop recommendations for values for the averaging intervalI
and sampling intervalÆ. Then, the averaging weight follows
from (11):

w = 1� aÆ=I (12)

B. Averaging interval

A first condition on the queue averaging algorithm (exponen-
tially weighted moving average) is to provide a good approx-
imation of the long-term average in a system with a constant
number of flows. In other words, if traffic conditions (num-
ber of flows, round trip times) do not change, the queue length
estimate should be quasi-constant over time and close to the
average queue length computed over a very long time interval.
For example, the moving average should not be influenced by
the linear increase and multiplicative decrease of flow rates pro-
duced by the TCP congestion control algorithm. We observe
that the longer the averaging interval, the closer the moving av-
erage is to the long-term average.

A second and opposing condition on the queue averaging al-
gorithm is to change its value as fast as possible to the new long-
term average after a change in traffic conditions (such as number
of flows or round trip times). We observe that the shorter the av-
eraging interval, the faster the moving average reflect the new
conditions.

In the following we derive an averaging interval that provides
a good compromise between the two conditions above. Let us
consider a system withn TCP flows having the same average
round trip timeR. Following the arguments in Section II, each
TCP flow has on average a throughput of� = c=n and a drop
ratep. According to the TCP Reno congestion control algo-
rithm, the sending rate is increasing until a loss indication oc-
curs. If the indication is “triple-duplicate ACK,” (TD) the win-
dow is reduced to half, and the window increase resumes (see
Figure 16). If the indication is “time-out” (TO), there is a period
of potentially multiple time-out intervals (when no packets are
sent) alternating with small transmissions, after which the TCP
window resumes its increase from one (see Figure 17). For the
detailed description and analysis please refer to [8] and [9]. In
both cases denote the period of this function byP . The vari-
ation in sending rate is reflected in similar variation of queue
size, and thus the queue size has the same periodicityP .

We observe that if we take the averaging interval of our mov-
ing average to be equal to the period,I = P , then the moving
average with intervalI is close to the long-term average.

For an interval smaller than the average TCP period,I < P ,
the average follows closer the instantaneous queue size. For
I > P , the moving average has small variations, but converges
rapidly to the long-term average asI increases. We also observe
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Fig. 16. Period and average interval of TCP sending rate, trip-dup (TD) case
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Fig. 17. Period and average interval of TCP sending rate, time-out (TO) case
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Fig. 18. Averaging two TCP flows

that I = P is a good averaging interval for a superposition
of any number of functions having periodP , as we can see in
Figure 18. We conclude thatI = P is the value of choice for
averaging interval. From the models in [8] and [9] and given the
average RTTR and the drop probabilityp, we can computeP
as the average TCP periodE[S]:
�

R( b2W (p) + 1) +
Q(p;W (p))F (p)T0

1�p if W (p) < Wmax

R( b8Wmax +
1�p

pWmax
+ 2) +

Q(p;Wmax)F (p)T0
1�p otherwise

(13)

where all the notation was introduced in connection to equation
(2).

C. Sampling the queue size

To determine the frequency at which the queue size should be
sampled, let us consider again the process to be sampled, which
is the instantaneous queue size. We have seen in Section IV-
B that the throughput of each TCP flow has a quasi-periodical
variation, where the duration between loss indications, although
statistical, has a defined mean. In steady state (i.e., when the
drop ratep exhibits only small variations) TCP throughput has
a periodic increase and decrease, as in Figure 16. More pre-
cisely, the packets in a TCP round are sent in a burst, and thus,



the variation in TCP throughput is close to a step function that
increases everyb RTTs, whereb is typically2, as in Figure 19.

rate

time
RTT

Fig. 19. TCP throughput is a step function

The queue size then behaves as a step function, changing at
every RTT, since the queue size is synchronized with the TCP
rate variation. It follows that the “ideal” sampling rate should
be “once every RTT”, since this would capture each change of
value. More frequent sampling (at the same averaging inter-
val) would not bring significantly more accuracy to the average,
but would not decrease the accuracy either. Less frequent sam-
pling, on the other hand, would miss significant changes, would
diminish the accuracy of the average, and thus is not recom-
mended.

flow 2

time

RTT

flow 1

Fig. 20. Sampling two TCP flows

Observe also that the same sampling interval is also good
for a superposition of TCP flows having the same RTT, as Fig-
ure 20 shows. If the flows have different RTTs, then, following
the above logic that “larger is worse, smaller may be better or
equal”, we recommend the sampling interval to be equal to the
minimum RTT,Æ = Ro;min.

V. CONCLUSION

In this study, we have investigated the Random Early Detec-
tion (RED) mechanism for congestion control. First, we have

surveyed the existing work on RED configuration and imple-
mentation and identified potential problems. Then, we have
modeled the queue-based congestion control (including RED)
as a feedback control system. We have identified the “queue
law” governing the queue size of a link transited by a number
of TCP flows which, in conjunction with a given control law,
determines the equilibrium state of the feedback system.

We have validated this model through simulation experi-
ments. Using this model, we have identified potential problems
of instability of the feedback system. To avoid such problems,
we recommend a configuration of the RED control law.

Also, based on our understanding of TCP traffic dynamics,
we have derived a set of recommendations for configuration of
the RED queue size estimator: the frequency of queue sampling
and the averaging weight.

There are several other aspects of RED that we intend to study
in the future such as: the process of queue sampling (determin-
istic or stochastic), the process of randomly choosing packets
to drop, and validating our results in heterogeneous TCP traf-
fic such as flows with different RTTs and mix of short and long
lived flows. Also, our study has focussed only on TCP traffic in
general and its Reno implementation in particular. We plan to
consider other TCP implementations such as TCP SACK, and
other traffic types such as open-loop (uncontrolled) UDP traffic
(such as voice) and mixes of TCP and UDP traffic.
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